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MLTC Youth Survey Results: April 1, 2020
Grade survey participant breakdown:
Grade 5 = 17
Grade 6 = 18
Grade 7 = 12
Grade 8 = 17
Grade 9 = 16
Grade 10 = 15
Grade 11 = 14
Grade 12 = 3
Total student response = 112

1. What would you like to see for Health & Physical Activity
Programming in the Community?
Grade 5 Reponses:
soccer
soccer
everyone to healthy
hockey
i would like therapy for people who have gone through something awful
Hockey
track and field
track in field
hockey
track and field
Playing soccer
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idk
hockey
therapy
hockey
soccer
Community sports at least once a month. Healthier food in school.

Grade 6 responses:
veebs
sports
play more sports
c
I would like to see soccer
yea
volleyball
soccer
idk.
volleyball
Soccer
volleyball
soccer
Soccer after school
soccer
running
running
it’s fun im good at all the games we play

Grade 7 responses:
not sure
fitness centre
fitness program
everything
more of sports
hiking
subway
soccer
dance programs
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soccer, new fitness centre
sports
cheerleading

Grade 8 responses:
yeah!!
some more volleyball
Health
outdoor volleyball and other activities outdoor for school
more sports
i dont know
I don’t really no.
more sports
more educational stuff
fitness centre
a place to work out
volleyball and etc
golf
i don't know
sraming pool
More Soccer. Basketball. Hockey.
sports workout place.

Grade 9 responses:

more sports and after school activities
Soccer
hockey
well we only have the yc and gym in school
I have no answer at this time.
More sports and more after school programs like the year book
more club teams other then hockey something like volleyball or soccer or even basketball
to get a gym and also get a new rink in the community
a new football team for canoe lake
more vollyball
boxing programs
Something about Where you can Play Basketball in?
More sports than we have at the moment
community workouts, qualified coaches, and summer programs.
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We have
it would be amazing if there were more activities throughout the year

Grade 10 responses:
i do not know
idk
Idk
i don't know
football, fitness center,soccer,
A better track and gym for working out
more sports teams, such as a volleyball team, ball team.
football
More sports
more games for sports
Idk
I would want another place to workout and another place to play volleyball
I would like to see a fitness center with good equipment, more after school activities, I would like to
see more sports, and fitness group for after school.
healthy eating class, more volleyball
Better sports equipment, a fitness center, and more outdoor activities for elementary. Also a better
play ground

Grade 11 responses:
yes
soccer
more health
Rec Center, Better Arena, Bigger Gym, Fitness gym
trying
basketball
basketball
outdoor activites and cooking class
more activities for the youth like outdoor sports
more activities for the youth, like a fitness center, after school clubs
more sports
i dont know
fitness center and a track
More sports and more health programs when it comes to mental health
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Grade 12 responses:
Club Volleyball, More organized sports like leagues and more sport programs like football and
basketball and wee need female sports teams for the girls
Fitness Centre for all ages. Maybe diet programs for weight loss.
N/A

2. Examples of Health and Physical Activity - pick the ones that you
would like to see.
Grade 5 responses:

hockey after school;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
music programs;
computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;
therapy;
hockey after school;
hockey after school;
music programs;
hockey after school;
music programs;
hiking group;
idk;hockey after school;
hockey after school;
computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;
hockey after school;
music programs;
Soccer;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube
Videos;

Grade 6 responses:
hockey after school;
youth c;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
go on my phone;
biking group;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;
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vollyball;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
hockey after school;
music programs;
Art;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
music programs;
Soccer;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
art group;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube
Videos;
art group;
hockey after school;

Grade 7 responses:
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
hockey after school;
computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube
Videos;
computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube
Videos;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
biking group;
hockey after school;
soccer;
dance comp ;
music programs;
hockey after school;
hiking group;

Grade 8 responses:
soccer;hockey after school;music programs;biking group;hiking group;
volleyball;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
hockey after school;
hockey after school;
hockey after school;
hockey after school;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
music programs;
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Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
kickboxing;music programs;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
volleyball after school;
computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;
music programs;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
music programs;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;biking group;
hockey after school;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;Video
Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;biking group;hiking group;

Grade 9 responses:
theatre;music programs;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;Video
Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
hockey after school;
hockey after school;music programs;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube
Videos;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
hockey after school;music programs;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube
Videos;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;hiking group;
hockey after school;music programs;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;hiking group;
a workout group ;hockey after school;
football practice;
vollyball;
boxing lessons;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
Soccer practice ;music programs;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube
Videos;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
hockey after school;music programs;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube
Videos;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;biking group;hiking group;
hockey after school;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;
volleyball;music programs;

Grade 10 responses:
nothing;
music programs;
music programs;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
music programs;
football;
hockey after school;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;hiking group;
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hockey after school;music programs;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
football;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
music programs;
music programs;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;Video Games for example Fortnight tournaments;
Volleyball after school ;
music programs;
volleyball;music programs;
fitness group;

Grade 11 responses:
veebs;
music programs;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;Video Games for example Fortnight tournaments;biking group;
music programs;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;Video Games for example Fortnight tournaments;
hockey after school;music programs;
music programs;computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;Video Games for example Fortnight tournaments;
robloxs;Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
music programs;
hockey after school;music programs;biking group;hiking group;
hockey after school;music programs;
hockey after school; computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;Video
Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
music programs; computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos;Video Games for example Fortnight tournaments;
hockey after school;
workout, football;

Grade 12 responses:
Club Volleyball;
hockey after school; music programs; computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube
Videos; Video Games - for example Fortnight tournaments;
computer programs - for example learn how to make YouTube Videos; Video Games - for example
Fortnight tournaments;
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3. What would you like to see for mental health? What things can be
done to help students with their mental health?
Grade 5 response:
help them with stuff
IDK
sorry i dont know what that means sorry again
i would help them
take them to a hospital for help and medication
Depressed
get help talk to someone don't take drugs don't smoke
have someone to talk to
do it more than onces
start yana group
Depressed
maybe see other people work hard aspesialy me
Helping your mental
good
hope
i want to see myself work harder
A nice,safe calm place.A place to talk to people.A place kinda like therapy.

Grade 6 response:
empaty
more places to do stuff
nedals
c
Therapy
heathy food choices
eat healthy and flu shots
math
More health care when needed (I don’t know lol)
flu shots
They can have more
sports
need more people to talk to
Let us sleep in more longer
therapist
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have more funatr and math
depress,sad,to have more fun
more mental health

Grade 7 response:
talking to someone?
hospital
no drugs
memory tests
more land camps
let them take a break for a day
idk
115
mental helping groups
art room music room
more math
nurses come in and take vidles

Grade 8 response:
idk
More math
talk about it i guess.
more help
idk
I don’t really no
more tharapy
stay off dugs and ahcohal
breaks
someone to talk to
talking groups?
life but what the hell
idk
telling abut mental health
Flu Shots. Help by having someone to talk with.
get them help with the stuff they deal with .

Grade 9 response:
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i dont know
Be able to listen to music or go for a walks
reading
smoking
I think there has to be more activities after school and during the summer, so they have something to do other then dru
alcohol
More resources like consulers
more therapists around canoe instead of traveling to meadow lake all the time and using a lot of gas and money
talk about it and help the people who are depressed and who are conformable around someone to talk to
more one on one , and smaller classrooms
more programs after school
to talk to someone
We could help Students see what could happen to the future?
Music
Therapy sessions within the community and presentations.
Umm I don’t know
more activities, keep their minds busy

Grade 10 response:
idk
idk
I don’t know
i don't know
reading
Idk
more motivation.
after school reading
Talk to somebody with health problems
more people to talk to,
I don’t know🤷
Probably get people to talk to them about their metal health get them into hobbies that they’d probably like
a group therapy sessions, family therapy session, and more presentations about mental health
anxiety workshops, suicide awareness, learning how to deal with emotions
youth group therapy sessions. where they do fun stuff and talk about issues they are having.

Grade 11 responses:
yeah we need more counsellers
try not to stress them out so much
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anything enjoyable
get them involved in music. art, technology, and gaming.
trying
to help people
try help other with there health telk to them
have a mental health counselor in school
talking about it with other people so they don't feel alone
talking about it to someone who will understand and get what their going through, and just get what their going through
probably art classes or something they enjoy to help them wiht there mental health because not every kid likes to talk a
them
that theres more people to talk then the ones we have right now
more counselors, have activities
Getting support mentally from others

Grade 12 responses:

more programs. counselors and a voice that will speak for those that are afraid
To be able to talk to someone who care and remembers who you are. (such as a therapist)
The improvement of one's mental health may be reached if they are given more support during events of failure to com
Taxes.

3. What do you need help with?
Grade 5 response:
nothing much
math
my deppriton and anixity
support
well i want therapy because bullying
Depression
hockey skills
math
when im feeling sad
math
Math
work
Math
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bullying
depression
math
i went to help people
work harder
I don't need a lot of help.But i think a lot of people
do.

Grade 6 responses:
my math
work
sicence
c
My mental health.
i need help with sience
becoming better at vollyball
math
Rarely nothing.
reading
Art
to learn more math by dividing
math
Math
math
art
idk
more skating in hockey its hard just a
little

Grade 7 responses:

sports
nothing
math
sports and school
noting
leaon needs help with math
art
keeping the community clean
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reading
math
tooter to help come around our
community

Grade 8 responses:
nothing
get over my past
Math & language arts
my mental health
alot of things
math
Save up money and stufffff
getting better at sports
do better in school
nothing
nothing
depression lol
Pop
math kinda
I don`t konw
I don't need help.
noting

Grade 9 responses:
nothing
To stop being lazy.
nothing
finding rez dads
I have no answer at this time.
Math
currently i'm doing a lot better then last year but for other teens in canoe like i said more people to
talk to
nothing
more real life learning and hands on activities
my depression and anxity
work
You wont be able to help me.
Basically nothing
managing time and help with homework.(tutors?)
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My work
that's classified

Grade 10 responses:
everthing
nothing at the moment
Idk nothing now
everything
health
Nothin
math and my mental health
health
Nothing
I don't know.
I think I need help with a little more culture
Nothing
getting rid of addictions,etc
anxiety, sadness,
more fun stuff to do after school so we can make more
friends.

Grade 11 responses:
staying in school
not sure
nothing except a therapist
My Music Career.
trying
math
math
to get out my shyness
mostly math
my work, and talking to someone about how i feel
more sports in our community, more things to get our youth out of drugs and
alcohol
a lot
school, and getting ready to live on my home
Mental health

Grade 12 responses:
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I need help with pretty much everything, I am a constant learner so there is a lot to be done still
I think I'd need help with after graduating. With knowing how to do my own taxes or paying bills. To
learn how to be an adult.
Developing the necessary skills and techniques for occupations and Education beyond High School.

4. What do your friends need help with?
Grade 5 response:
they never ask me for help
math
help them with there anixity
they need love from a best friend
bullying and depression
Hug,love,care,help them,talk with them
work and not taking drugs when your friends grow
up
hockey skills
copany
idk
Being respectful
answers and respect
Nothing
therapy
lesin
idk
I'm not too sure. Maybe depression.

Grade 6 response:
sicence
work
math
c
Their feelings inside
nothing
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reading and math
answers they dont know
Also nothing. I don’t know
math
Math
if they get hurt ill help them cause im a friend to them or a cousin. for example if they fall off
something ill check if there ok and hurt.
math
Math
math
art and math
math,
help with work

Grade 7 response:
they need help with their mental health
health
something
math
not to smoke do drugs
how to focus on their work and to do their work
fast
stop smokeing
health
everything math
thery need more help with learning hunting skils
hockey schools
everything

Grade 8 response:
work
there mental health
Math
there all okay
getting better to succeed
everthing
Being better ones
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how to say no to the negative stuff
stay off drugs and alcohal and technolagy
nothing
happiness
their anger issues?
helping care!
stuff
i don`t know
I do not know.
I don't know

Grade 9 response:
i dont really know
How to quit smoking
your mom
smoking [some of them]
I have no answer at this time.
Being more responsible
i'm not to sure because i don't really talk to them about there mental health its not my responsibility
to stop smoking and doing drugs and alcoholic because they think their cool for doing that stuff like
that
mental and emotional help
nothing basically
they need help with there work
to Stop Disturbing people that are busy in classes.
Idk aren’t they this survey too
more individual attention for understanding whats happening in classes.
Ummm I’m not to sure
not sure

Grade 10 response:
idk im lonely
idk
A lot
i don't know
don't know
Idk
school.
health
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Too stop smoking and drinking
better workout gym.
Their problem and culture and sociallizing
Nothing
addictions and mental health
anxiety, sadness, suicide
ways to stop addictions

Grade 11 response:
mental illness
not to be so sad
moral support
Alcohol. and drugs...
trying
something
noting
they need help with there drinking and smoking habit
talking about how their feeling
their mental health and depression
pretty much the same thing i said, more sports. or even gaming tournaments like Cod, fortnite,
rainbow 6 siege.
that we all need to talk about things and let everything out
mental health
Mentally and phsyically drained

Grade 12 response:
motivation, advice and to realize that school is more important
My friends may need help with basic adult skills as well.
Those associated with my life need more guidance on discovering their motivation for attending
School and the future planned for them.

5. What subjects or interests would you like to learn more?
Grade 5 response:
math sometimes
math
science and more wrighting a lot and have more fun in class
math
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science and reading books
About history
lean about hockey so i can play when i grow up maybe
math and writing
senice
music
History
plants
Math
math
math
idk
Math

Grade 6 response:
sicence
sience
math
c
Art, writing stories
math!!!!!!!!!
treaties
math
History, science
treaties
Art
science. id like to learn about more science well theres lots of righting in
science
math
Plants
computers
math and scince
scince
more math

Grade 7 response:
programming and coding
math
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more math for me
engineering
more of our history
math
health
piano
math
science room with more hands on
math
planting

Grade 8 response:
science
math
Art & science
math
science
science
Math and health
more about math but just me an a teacher by our sleves
about our community
math
art
writing, making books?
books!
kinda math i guess
art
Plants. Grass. The dirt.
noting

Grade 9 response:
music, and more sports and activities
Cree
science
anything but nothing like math maybe have it split if it where to have math
Science, history, and cooking.
Social studies and landbase
i would like to learn more of math and social studies on how the treaty became to be
math because i suck at it right now and other subjects that Im not good at
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more art and career ed as we need to focus on our future
everything im learning is fine and im ready for whatever
health
i like basketball and i want to learn more about it.
Math,social studies, music, and soccer
language classes (French, Cree, Chinese, Spanish, Japanese). Life teachings like writing a cheque,
morgages, what bills you'll be expected to pay, mothering, laws, how to get into college/uni.
Idk
maybe music classes

Grade 10 response:
less
idk
Math
music
envrironment
Math
astronomy
cooking
The laws
Math, Phys ED, Construction
Math and other cultures
Wellness
more science classes like astronomy science, marine biology, etc and I would like to have a history
class about the world and not only about aboriginal people, and coding classes.
art. cooking.
World history, like the world wars, civil wars, and different world changing event(not only aboriginal).
Book clubs, more sciences, and more classes to pick from. More teachers and class rooms. Typing, and
coding class.

Grade 11 response:
i dont know
photography,computer science and not to sure of what else
computers/technology
MY culture. MY tradition. and our lifestyle
dont know
art
geologist
arts, natives studies ,
photography, music
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more about the culture
science, math.
math
more physical activity or learn more about things we actually need in
life
Football, Health, and school workout

Grade 12 response:
History, Biochemistry, computer science, kinesiology, astronomy, cosmology, geology
Physics, Programming,
I would like to learn more information and skills regarding technology and essential programs within a
Computer system.

6. New Subjects that you would like to learn? or something else
Grade 5 response:
photography
Robotics
Robotics
video production
photography
photography
vloging/youtuber
computer applications
Robotics
computer applications
photography
photography
Robotics
video production
Robotics
video production
video production

Grade 6 response:
Robotics
Robotics
computer applications
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Robotics
Art
Robotics
photography
Robotics
History (other countries other than Canada)
photography
video production
Robotics
Robotics
Robotics
Robotics
video production
computer applications
Robotics

Grade 7 response:
computer applications
video production
computer applications
video production
video production
video production
video production
Robotics
photography
Robotics
video production
photography

Grade 8 response:
video production
photography
video production
photography
Robotics
photography
photography
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photography
Robotics
Robotics
video production
computer applications
video production
photography
Robotics
Robotics
Robotics

Grade 9 response:
photography
photography
Robotics
computer applications
Robotics
video production
photography
i would just stick with math
photography
Robotics
gaming
video production
computer applications
computer applications
photography
photography

Grade 10 response:
im a failure
video production
Robotics
music
cooking
Robotics
photography
cooking
photography
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Robotics
photography
photography
Cooking class
video production
world history, poetry, and cooking.

Grade 11 response:
video production
photography
computer applications
music
photography
computer applications
computer applications
cooking
photography
photography
video production
photography
computer applications
video production

Grade 12 response:
History, Biochemistry, computer science, kinesiology, astronomy,
cosmology, geology
computer applications
computer applications

7. What would you like to see for Culture and Tradition in your school?
Grade 5 response:
idk
idk
learn more about our stuff we did back then
i would want to see gold and other stuff
i would like to see someone who signed a treaty
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Powwow
idk powwows
idk
hunting
hunting
Powwow dancing
treaties
Go outside and learn my cultre
i dont know
math
idk
A Y.A.N.A grope. Clubs and heather foods and bigger portion size's.

Grade 6 response:
moose
moose making
pow wow
c
Making flutes
traping
making hide
skinning moose hide
*doesnt understand*
making hide
Powwow dancing
new stuff
smug a culture camp
Painting
painting
drum group for girls
smuing,dancing
cree druming and more

Grade 7 response:
i would like to see cukture abnd traditions
taking kids out hunting and fishing
tipi making
land base camps
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yes more of our land and stuff like that
hunting
more and more
hunting
more round dances and get togeter
hunting
more hunting camps
taking kids out hunting while camping

Grade 8 response:
more drumming in the school
more culture trips
skinning animals
tipis
learning hyow to do take care of your self
how to hunt
Different cultures and different type of people
more hunting
powwow related thingspolice
more singers and dancers for powwow
hunting
dancing everyday
working!
i don't know
i don`t know
More dancing for the Powwow.
hunting

Grade 9 response:
i dont know
Trap
hunting
hunting drumming
I don't have a answer at this time.
More round dances more land base actives
my school does a lot of traditional hands on activities already but i would like to see more dance
groups for the younger generation like maybe a dance "club" for all woman of canoe lake
a lot more traditonal stuff and round dances
more practice at our language would be useful
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hunting,fishing
to keep our cree language
i would like for them to bring something we can read about the cultures and how they were back
then.
More land based training
Survival tests and challenges.(camping, hunting, canoe trips with rapids).
Well people have a good culture around canoe lake
more hunting camps, drum making, powwow dancing

Grade 10 response:
idk
idk
Idk
i don't know
hunting or traping
Powwow trips
more pow-wows and more culture camps.
hunting, skinning, cooking the animals you get
I like to see is more school powwows
More cultural camps would be a good experience for the young ones.
More powwows and round dances and a lot of cultural meeting about dancing and protocall
Hunting and more ceremonies
I wouldn't mind how to cook traditional foods, and a cree class wear you really learn and study the
words like other foreign language classes
cooking class.
An actual cree class were you learn to speak it and understand it. Like other foreign language classes.

Grade 11 response:
school sweats every 2 weeks
i don't know
literally everything
more hand ons work.
elders talking and teachings
everything
work
more elder coming and talking to us
more feasts
sweats, round dances
more sweats and round dances, and learning how to hunt and trap
probably more round dances
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i would like to see more of our culture in our school
take more students out on the land and pick medicines and how to respect the
land
More cultural camps, and hunting camps

Grade 12 response:
sweats, powwows, pipe ceremonies, more round dances, sun dances and for the kids to be more
involved in hunting and land based related activity
I'd like to see more cultural camps. Maybe the proper way to cut up a fish or how to cut moose meat.
How to hunt?
N/A

8. What do you want to be when you grow up? What do you think you
need to learn to help to get a Job?
Grade 5 response:
photo person thingy
idk
what i would like to learn here is more homework and more science
fares
a docter so i can help kids and people not to get sick
i would like to be a writer when i grow up
I wanna be a couch potato
hockey player or just a youtuber
hockey player
i want to be a police a good colege
scientist
I wanna be a teacher and talk to a principal if I can be a teacher
a docter
Tv probably
artist
larn in school
i need to learn math
I want to be a artest and a doctor.Learn boilege.

Grade 6 response:
docter
cop
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doctor
c
I have not figured that out yet.
teacher university
i want to be a youtuber its really easy just need to know how to
edit
doctor
Be a history teacher in a different country.
photograpy
Veterinarian
id like to be a doctor i hear the make 2x more money o-o
spelling fix car
Firefighter and i’ll need to go to university to get this job
construction worker i need to go to a trades school
a arttis
teacher
doctor

Grade 7 response:
ii would like to be an animator
hockey player
animator and developer
youtuber
more of hockey and sports
a cop
plumer
...
yes your need math
music
to learn about sports
i want to be a nurse so i will need my math science

Grade 8 response:
become a pro hockey player
idk
technology
a animator, practice drawing
i want to be a doctor so i can help people
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idk
I don’t know what kind of job I want
i really wanna learn stuff about being a cop
a powwow singer
volleyball player, MMA fighter
heavy eqipment operator
i wanna write, like make books or something like that
engineer!
singer
artist and i don`t know
Scientist/Inventor. To read write and understand how to
communicate.
I don't know

Grade 9 response:
a song writer and producer. learn more ways to write music and learn about producing
Nurse or doctor
gym
i want to be older when i grow up
RCMP, Doctor, or I want to own a restaurant. Well I need to learn how to cook.
The prime minister of Canada or a lawery
well i would like to become a nurse practitioner when i'm older but i would love to see the clinic in
canoe to have more volunteer work around the community
hockey if not a teacher
a engineer and lots of math and science
ive wanted to be a doctor but if that dosent work out then an actor or model
i wanna be a mma fighter
i would like to be a teacher who would help people the ways to draw things that they can imagine.
Computer software engineer so probably something with computers and programming
I don't know what i want to be because the school doesn't give me options or advice. I think I will
need to know social skills and handling people/situations.
You need to stay in school to jet a job
a carpenter

Grade 10 response:
im a failure
a cook
A cop in idk
i don't know
i want to be a conservation officer or a athletic-student
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A pro hockey player
i want to be an astronomer, i think ill need science.
athletic
I want to be a cook
Athlete, I need of a bigger and better gym for the community.
I wanna be a well known powwow dancer that also works as a cashier at powwow stands like
“Ramsay’s”
Plumber and go to a university to learn how to be one
I don't know what I want to be yet
an arties or a hairstyles
physiologist, criminologist, author, firefighter

Grade 11 response:
i dont know what i wanna be
who knows
soilder
I would love to become a successful music producer. that is all,
i need to learn how to use money to get money
dont know
someone
youtuber
i want to be a veterinarian and a conservation officer and i think we need our math
i want to be a paramedic
i kinda wanna be an artist or a photographer, maybe even a paramedic
i wanna be an nhl players, so i havent thought about about what job i want right now, because i
wanna see how far i can go with hockey first.
i would like to be a cop, i just really like it
i want to take a education program
A Football player in the NFL or CFL

Grade 12 response:
I want to be a business man, teacher, science PhDs or study kinesiology to be a fitness coach
I would like to get my level 1 & 2 ECE and also a youth care worker. I think what I need to learn is
more about FASD and childcare programs.
In my future, I would like to became a Programmer for a huge Game Publisher company. The job I
desire mostly can be obtained through learning more information about the functionality of
technology devices.
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9. What activities would you like to see in your community? For the
other members in your community parents, older cousins and
Grandparents and all other community members?
Grade 5 response:
idk
soccer
we can make posters to play games in the summer for the whole
commuity
a birthday party so my family members can come
i would like a elders shelter for the elders
Crafts with art and water and me
get outside enjoy the fresh air
go outside and injoy the fresh air
base ball
yana group
Crafts for one of there birthdays
fun stuff
Police
i dont know
hockey
idk
A Y.A.N.A grope. Clubs therapy.

Grade 6 response:
soccer
games
hockey
c
More fairs
music
swimming ans summer games
fishing
since we are in a small town and we can walk around all over, we all can have one huge water ballon
fight
summer games
Art
golf.
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soccer
Going for walks
a better park
PARENTS
parents,grandparents
lots of hunting with my papa

Grade 7 response:
arts
tournaments
i have no idea
hand on/off activities
more stuff like turnys
hiking and tracking field
swiming
soccer
to get the and play more sports
movie making
hockey games cenoe lake staff vs cenoe lake jr guns
have the elder tell stories to the little kids about how they lived

Grade 8 response:
more gym time for the elders
round dances
Volleyball
volleyball
make it a better place
\
soccer
don’t no
culture
no drugs and alcohal
more sports
i dont know
um adult hockey, volleyball.soccer
i dont know?
i don't know
i don`t know
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More students to come into the school. Old time dance.
hunting tell people not to put garbage on the gound

Grade 9 response:
more things that would get the whole community together. like maybe more powwows and round
dances
Cooking or something
ball
anything really
Jobs
Less drinking
maybe a place to get elders and parents together like how they have the youth center for young teens
floor hockey
more sports and maybe a fitness center with a pool and arcade
at school we could have a 15 min break
have a fitness center
Basketball because basketball is a great sport.
More family type events
I would like to see less of an influence on smoking in youth. I think for the elders trip to actually ask
what they want to do and not allow a bunch of freeloaders to bum off of them and go to casinos.
I’m not t sure
maybe annual community feasts

Grade 10 response:
idk
idk
I don’t know
i don't know
after school programs
More ball and more hockey camps
sweats, pow-wows.
elder home
More volleyball after school
I would like to see more sports
Powwow dancing lessons for all dances and singing powwow and round dance
lessons
Fishing
more community gatherings
cooking class
A summer festival
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Grade 11 response:
more volleyball
something to do with music
anything
More cultural ceremonies
events
parent
gym room jobs for other
more roundances and beach activites
more bingo's
more bingos and a senior center
more fun days with activites like for all age groups. like back in the younger days, because thats when
i had the most fun.
a lot
more sports, have different kinds of activities for the elders, and more cultural stuff
A Football team, more sport tournments, and coming together as a community once a month

Grade 12 response:
Group Home, Elders/Old Folks Home and club team programs like Club volleyball
I'd like activities that would associate with children and their families, such as family days. I would also
like to see maybe an arcade place that would hold card games or maybe even a place to have dances
for the whole community to get together.
Members of the Community may create exciting events that will involve all types of youth and should
ensure they provide a positive personality and image to the youth.

10. Most important for Youth in your community?
Grade 5 response:
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Education;
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical
Activity;Education;Culture;
Education;
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Education;
Education;
Education;
Culture;
Employment;
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;

Grade 6 response:
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Education;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Employment;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical
Activity;Culture;
Education;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Education;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Culture;

Grade 7 response:
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical
Activity;
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical
Activity;
Culture;
Culture;
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Reduced at risk behavior;
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical
Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical
Activity;
Employment;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical
Activity;
Education;Culture;

Grade 8 response:
Education;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Culture;
Culture;
Education;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Employment;
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical
Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical
Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;

Grade 9 response:
Education;
Education;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Employment;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Reduced at risk behavior;
Education;Employment;Reduced at risk behavior;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;Reduced at risk
behavior;
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Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;Reduced at risk
behavior;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;Reduced at risk
behavior;
Culture;
Education;
Culture;
Culture;
Education;
Education;Employment;Reduced at risk behavior;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Culture;

Grade 10 response:
all of the above;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Culture;
Reduced at risk behavior;
all of the above;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;
Education;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;Reduced at risk
behavior;
Education;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Education;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Education;

Grade 11 response:
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;Reduced at risk
behavior;
Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Culture;Employment;
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Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;Reduced at risk
behavior;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;

Grade 12 response:
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;Reduced at risk
behavior;
Health, Mental Wellness and Physical Activity;Education;Culture;Employment;Reduced at risk
behavior;
Employment;

11. What do you need right now? How can the community help to stop
youth suicide in the MLTC Reserves?
Grade 5 response:
nothing im good
idk
idk what thet means sorry
go to the hospital and like a school to STOP cutting there arms
help people by taking them to hospitals and giving them
medication
Help
to not think about suicide don't do drugs don't smoke
to not think about suicide live life
i need break
yana group
Talk to your friends
having fun
more often
Helping
help people
hockey
idk
Therapy a Y.A.N.A grope more things to do with the community.
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Grade 6 response:
bullying
bulling
not bully
c
People caring for each other more and the bullying to stop
to talk to some one
i need nothing... im really good
have more fun
Try to prevent bullying which will bully’s cause depression which will result into
suicide.
need more teacher attention .
A dog
i want to get the flu shot to not get sick for a year
movie nights
Get rid of bully’s
get help
to stop peoples hurting there selfs
to stop cutting yourself
stop bullying

Grade 7 response:
idk
cheer them up
stop bullying
camping trips
more youth stuff
do fun stuff like tubing
people to talk to
soccer
yes if there are more stuff to do
people for them to talk to that have goone through the same thing as
them`
i dont know
they need the guide ness to help them though it
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Grade 8 response:
to workout
help them
Stop drinking
therapy
idk
a treatment center
Idk
suicide aint the anwer for stoping what your feeling, dont be a scared to talk to someone, they can
help you with things you might need.
idk
more activities
more activities
they need to talk, someone that would actaully understand their feelings, and the way you look at
them youll seen them sad
thats for helping them to be fun!
people to talk to them more
i don`t know
Community help and resources.
teach people to be nicer

Grade 9 response:
try reaching out to the people if they feel they need help
Do activities to keep them busy
get more in to activtys
more community activitys to have people come out and play
I'm not sure
More supportive family
support groups
stop bulling and calling people down
as much interactions with the kids to keep them away from drugs and alcohol which helps lead to
suicide
for parents to talk and to connect with there kids
for the older people to talk to the kids and ask them whats wrong
they need more people to look up them and express how they feel.
I think probably more councillors and presentations
Do more teamwork activities to help team work skills and to help youth get their mind off things
happening in thier lives. I think teachers need to speek up more and not allow bullying to happen.
Idk
make them feel supported
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Grade 10 response:
idk
idk
I dont really know
help them
stop bullying
To ask what’s wrong
more activities
bullying
Talk to somebody for suicide
We need more things to do in the community like cultural things just like the old
days.
More trips and more talks on how to stop a person from thinking about that
?
More presentations about suicide
more talking. more programs
Role models to look up to.

Grade 11 response:
we need to feel more safe at school instead of haveing the staff look at us funny
i am not sure
take action when you see someone that is not 100% and ask them how they feel
LISTEN TO THE YOUTH WHEN WE OPEN OUR MOUTHS!
friends good ones
to stop
healthiness
they can take trips like the mountains and take them out canoeing or camping, do lots of after school
activites
letting them talk about it or getting someone for them to talk too
talking to them about it, so they dont feel alone with what their going through
start talking to the kids, bring them out for sharing circles, get them out of that stage where they are
afraid to talk about themselves and their problems
what i need right now is people to talk too like someone new
we need to start learning more about our culture, we sporting stuff and a fitness center
More support, theres to much suicides and bullying happening in the north, we need more support
and all to come together as a community and stop all the bullying, we need therapists, we need help,
not only from family but from others also, it'll help so much youth and older people, we got to be the
change that we want to see.
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Grade 12 response:
A voice for those who are afraid and reassurance for them
I think to stop the suicides in MLTC reserves would be getting to know the signs of suicidal tendencies.
There is always signs and i would like to see people look more into it. Such as online there will be
signs. Also i think therapy for youth and adults and grandparents too.
I require more assistance in developing the career I desire and the steps towards achieving that goal.
The community can ensure the decrease of suicides through adult providing support and a positive
representation towards younger generations.

12. what do you do when you feel pressured or stressed?
Grade 5 response:
sleep
play games
go up on stage or do videos with people and have to talk in front of a class
get water and go to the room
i just try and let it out and go on my phone or my TV and relax
Talk to my friend
take a nap or have a warm shower
take a nap
i get stage axity
idk
If I was stressed I will stay calm
put my head down or tell my teacher
Idk
hid
my mom
idk
I get anxiety i Feel like i'm gonna mess up. I wont be good at it, I just feel
sad.

Grade 6 response:
i sleep
stressed
lay down and go on my phone
c
read
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i take deep breathes but i barely get stressed
take deep breaths
angry, sad, kinda
i calm myself down
Anxiety
watch relaxing videos
i take a breth
Lay on my bed and watch youtube
calm down
eat
sad
someone asking me to do stuff

Grade 7 response:
take deep breaths, remind myself everything cant be perfect.
play road hockey
scream into pillow
take my mind off the subject
strs balls
i fell tired
...
talk to somone
i teach myself to calm myself and stop and think of my
consequences
idk
go relax and play music

Grade 8 response:
idk
idk
smoke
listen to music
i color my stress away
Get mad or sleep
just go home an sleep
take a nap
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breathing exersices
just sleep, in a cold room and really dark
happy!
lisen to music
i don`t know
Think and calm myself down before I react.
noting

Grade 9 response:
listen to music. it calms me down and helps me focus
Listen to music
nothing
i back away
Play games, or watch youtube.
Walk a way eeeeee sometimes I give in
well i don't feel pressured or stressed, at school
nothing
as a young teen i sadly smoke which is a big problem with the youth
i write them down on a paper then burn them after
walk around
All i do is sit where i am sitting and think about other things that can calm me
down.
Take a breather and listen to my music
I deal with it.
I don’t feel pressured or stressed
go for a smoke

Grade 10 response:
nothing be sad
play video game's
I chill ig
games and music
nothing
Relax or do something I like, like hockey
just breath calmly.
nothing
I go for a walk and take deep breaths and calm myself down with music
I take a deep breathe in and a deep breathe out
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I sit and think about positive memories and I light up my smugde and then I fall
asleep
Play a game or do something i like
listen to music or play games
waking.listening to music
procrastinate.

Grade 11 response:
stay home
listen to music
be quiet
just listen to music or talk to elders
think of a better place
sasd
some time mad or good
i get angry and annoyed and i try go be alone to cool
down
i like to draw
i usually draw or sing
i usually workout or play hockey
all of my work
ignore everything around and take a few deep breathes
When i overthink and when it comes to schooling

Grade 12 response:
Workout or play volleyball
When i feel pressured or stressed, i usually cry, or talk to my friends. Sometimes i write it in a journal.
During these type of situations, I tend to isolate myself from my surroundings those within close
proximity.

13. What would you like to see from the schools and community to help
students stay in school ?
Grade 5 response:
idk
fun games and math
help students more
talk to them
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by helping them because only the kids dont come to school are the bad
kids
Teamwork
make it fun
make it fun
make learning fun
yana group
Give them 10 bucks a month
doing fun stuff like science math those are fun for me
Fan
make learning fun
lren
make learning fun
Try to make things to seem easier. Maybe start a Y.A.N.A grope

Grade 6 response:
work
educatoin
so they can like learing
c
Get aids to help for the students who don’t understand and reduce the
stress.
friendship
do more fun stuff
gym longer
more fun
projects
Art
tell them get inside or ill get the teacher
math
What we do right know pay kids that are higher then grade 7
make learning fun
make art goups
to help students with work
more cree so i could learn

Grade 7 response:
activities
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make it more fun
free time at recess
fun activities
compeuters and more of every thing
take a ten minute break
let self phones agian
art
not in the hallways
more physed , more activities,
help them with math
by making it fun in school

Grade 8 response:
more help
idk
Keep an eye on them at all time
little breaks for students
more assembilys
security
Say “STAY IN SCHOOL”
have seprate tables an two teachers hehe
allowence
breaks and more sports
hands on activities
um help them focus on school, tell them they need their education to do
anything
doing your work!
food,money i think
i don`t know
Work. Need to address the homework. Keep topics interesting.
have nice stuff like good desks chairs

Grade 9 response:
getting more things the students would like to learn about in the school
Be more fun
have more fun stuff
have more fun days people come to school during fun days or during gym
Rides for high school, a bus maybe I don't know.
More fun learning
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nothing much just make it more eventful and "fun" for the teens
to make it fun and get them out of their homes
allowance and a 15 minute break
better education
to keep them busy
i would like things that could entertain kids to learn about things that they are learning in
class.
Endorsements
more talks with parents.
Umm to tell them stay in school every day
not sure

Grade 10 response:
idk
money
More work
fun things
i dont know
More activities
more allowance
allowing the phones
Push the kids to go to school and go to school to make them get them a job
Actually make people work
More school trips for the little kids and more subjects for the high school side like cosmetology and
beading and sewing
an allowance every day 0.75cents a day or a dollar
more activities, things just to make class fun
more games
More involvement with students.

Grade 11 response:
moe motivation with activitys
i wouldn't know
be more kind and open hearted
communication.
its all good
work hard
store
they can give them school allowence
make learning fun
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tell them to think about their future and what they wanna do when they grow up
have breaks/freetime. just to go on the computer for fun after they are done their
work
there's really nothing you guys can do
more classes that the students actually want to take and more sports they like to play
more programs for the students, and moer afterschool clubs

Grade 12 response:
More rules, restrictions, to be more organized and a set a limit for amount of days a student can miss
I really like the idea of school allowance. And i would also like to see from schools more caring.
Sometimes i feel like the teachers don't care enough, and can be judgmental.
The introduction of additional classes beyond the current ones, which will allow students more
potential for discovering their dream occupation.

14. Why do you come to school?
Grade 5 response:
to learn
to have fun
to learn more stuff i need to now
to get smart and learn stuff and like to learn about the
treaty
because i love to learn
My mom and dad made me
to get a good education
to learn more
to learn and to see my friends
because its school
To learn and graduate
to learn more and to be smart
Too learn
to work
math
to learn
To learn things to help me be what I want to be in the
future.

Grade 6 response:
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to get agicated
to learn
so i can get education
c
For education
to lrern
cause its really fun we get to do art and go to gym and cree and eat lunch and see my friends and i
learn new stuff everyday
for education
More education to be a history teacher.
to learn more stuff and do act
To learn
for learning and activites
for gym math and to see my friends
To learn
because i love to learn
to learn
to learn math,scince
its cool

Grade 7 response:
for friends and to learn
to learn
so i can learn
to get good education
to lern and books
learn and have fun with friends
for lunch
to learn
to leam of a better ed
to learn
to learn
to get a better education to become a
nurse

Grade 8 response:
to learn
to learn and work
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S oi can learn i didn't come here to runaround
i come to make my family proud for who i am and to work hard to be my future
career
sometimes to learn mostly to see people i care about and just to see my friends
to learn
To work
too learn an try get my grades to be a cop
too lern more
to learn my culture
to learn
to get my education and reach my goals
Leaning
to learn n be smart
to lion something
My mom keeps waking me up to be in the school.
to learn more

Grade 9 response:
to see my friends and learn more
Because i want to graduate
have to
because i had to get some of that knowledge.
Mostly because I have too, and because I want to graduate and have a good
future.
Because I’ll get hit by my mom
i'm forced too.
to learn so when i get older i know if i for a job i know
to get my edication
to try get my grades up and study
because i have too
to work and help other people that need help.
To learn
to get perfect attendance.
So I can get my education
to finish

Grade 10 response:
no reason
because i want too
I come to school to work in learn
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i'm force too
so i can leave the community to go to school
To graduate
to learn and for the money.
to learn
To lean and get a job
I come to school to get my education so I can move further in
life
To learn
To pass get a job then do what I want after
Because if i don't I wont get anywhere in life I was told
to learn
To get an education so i can can get a good career.

Grade 11 response:
so i can get my grade 12
i have to
to have fun and enjoy being young
so i can finish and continue on down my music path
to see frinds and make people happy well try to
to work and pass
to help other and graduate
to come and finish school to get a job
for my education
for my education, i wanna get somewhere in life, i wanna help
people
to finish school and get myself set for life.
because i wanna be done school and i really wanna be cop
to get my education and learn more about my culture
For friends and to graduate

Grade 12 response:
to learn, get an education and get far in life
I come to school so i can change the statistic of how indigenous kids don't go to school. i go for my
siblings so they see there big sister is going.
I come to School for the desire for knowledge and to become better myself than I was before
registering.
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15. Why are students dropping out? what can be done to help students
stay in school and graduate?
Grade 5 response:
talk to them help them out
help
they don't know what school is for
because the get sick and they go somewhere
because they are going through something and they dont want anybody else to find
out
Make it more fun
the reason is they find something more better like youtube or something else
because people bully
they drop out becuase there lazy you can make it fun
they think it hard
Bc they don’t want to learn and graduate
to be smarter
They don’t wanna learn
they dont learn
you hat it
idk
Maybe start a Y.A.N.A grope make them feel better about them self.

Grade 6 response:
take all there stuff away
hard work
cause they hate school to help them learn
c
Reduce the stress of the subjects.
become frinds and talk
i dont know why students are dropping out . they could do no bullying programs ...
learn about the culture
More fun I’m guessing.
because of bullying progrars for bullying
Have a dream
dont stay up all night playing games
have fun
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Cause bully’s and cause some kids hate math don’t have math every day have it every two day are
so
bullying and they can stay in by stoping bullying
stop bulling
they quiting school because they get bullied,
cause of drugs and smokeing

Grade 7 response:
stress, anxiety,
more school activitys
they drop out because of stress help them through there tough
times
extra help or advice
enkeriging them not to
stress and bulling
nothing thats there disson
pe
get played to come to school
offer them incentives
being bake phones
they think its boring

Grade 8 response:
because of drugs and alcohol
to help them
Help them stay in school
there droppinh out because of drugs, talk to them to understand why they dont like school so we
change
i think they drop out cuz they arent learmimg amything
people put them down or they just dont like school
They drop out maybe the work is hard idk
idk i dont think im the type to drop out tho
there dropping out because of drugs and alcohal and idk
drugs and beer
i dont know
thats their option, people don't really know why they are, but most times people are dropping out
because the drugs in their homes, depression, some things just happen unexpected
higher grade!
cause they think class is boring
i don`t know
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They always want to be on X-Box. Help to them in by E.A's to keep on them.
because they get man when teachers tell them to work

Grade 9 response:
cause what they are learning might not what be what they wanna learn about. letting them pick what
they wanna learn might help them wanna stay in school
Make the work interesting
school is boring
less stressfull type of stuff like giveing people time to finish something
Im not sure, maybe the students just arent excited for their futures.
Beaceas they don’t have the motivation
no motivation or family issues
becuase they probably dont wanna come to school and wake up
a lack of attention so more one on one can help
because most of them are addicted to drugs or getting pregnent
because its hard for them to keep track of things
to help them with things that their struggling with and go threw with them.
I don’t know why they’re dropping out but to help them to stay in school we could probably have
teachers talk to them
I think students are dropping out because they don't have any motivation to succeed. I think they
drop out because when things get hard they quit and rely on wellfare. I don't think their is much we
can do.
We have to help them stay in school
stress

Grade 10 response:
happiness and the feel of not being a failure
they need help with their work.
I don’t really know
i don't know
i dont know
That they get bored of school
students drop out cause they are lazy and dont want to work, help them a little.
cause of bad home and they are lazy and have addicitions
Talk to their parents
The reserve should stay clean form Drugs, and achol that takes a big role on students missing school
so they drop out
Borden more fun needs to happen
?
motivation tell them what will happen if they don't come back
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babysitting. hard work
No motivation.

Grade 11 response:
its on them not the school
due to personal problems and stress
pressure can be a reason why
students are dropping out cause of weed. and alcohol..... speak to us to stop it
dont know
tell there mom
they are having rough time in school or at home
they drop out bc there families aint telling them to go to school and we can set rules for them to stay
in school
they don't know how to do the work, and telling them to stay focused
i think they drop out because they face bullies and name calling or their going through some things
that they dont wanna talk about it with anyone
rewards that kids actually want, or when they are done doing the work they can get something to
fiddle with like cards or just something to do
because most of them are having baby's and they are lazy
most students dropout because of drugs and alcohol
They dont feel that school is for them, or it can be mental health, and to get support from teachers
and friends, with work and health

Grade 12 response:
They're lazy, they do drugs and alcohhol or up hours of the night plying games. We need to get the
drug dealers out of canoe lake
Students are dropping out maybe because there parents don't care enough to send them. Maybe they
also dont like feeling judged by the teachers also.
The inability to comprehend learning goals and unwillingness to learn. Students may be more
successful if they are given the required time to complete assignments and the support of Education if
they are dealing with personnel issues sourced beyond school.

16. What weekend activities does your community need?
Grade 5 response:
idrk
to have fun
camp and know meaning of our nation
pow wows and go somewhere
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soccer and basketball
Practice guitar
in the summer summer games
summer games
vialen club
music club
Sleeping all day
treaties
Biking activity
fun
go fist
idk
Community clean up 4 times a year

Grade 6 response:
hockey
outside
gym nights
c
Soccer, hockey, small events.
soccer
summer games and sliding
sweat lodges
Floor hockey, mod that I don’t want to
type
movie night
Tipi making
play outside and feel healthy
camping
Play outside,go for walk and other stuff
movie nights
movies nights
movies night
movie nights

Grade 7 response:
food
hockey and volleyball
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talking circles
get together activities
going out to land camps and lots of things like that
go play outside
swimming pool
...
round dances
elder gatherings, music on weekends, making drums and giving them as
gifts
+
hockey
vollerball

Grade 8 response:
cultural
voleybal
• Volleyball activities on the weekends
•Basketball Corot
•Eldrey Story's
volleyball
little roundances
idk
Idk
better sports for diffrent ages
practicing powwow stuff or more eductional related
drumming practice and learning how to dance
powwow
hunting
talking groups, more volleyball for the youth
tebe
i don't know
i don`t know
Fiddles. Dancing. Drumming. Music.
skateing

Grade 9 response:
contests maybe and things that would involve more people
Any other activities
floor hockey
meat ups for kids come and play like maybe a night or day
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I don't know
Round dances
more outings as a community
floor hoockey
more gym time and other activities to help stop the use of drugs and alcohol
vollyball
to open the youth center on the weekends again
A place where we can do sports and other activities where everyone can be
inspired.
Video Game tournaments
camping outdoors.
Idk
drum building

Grade 10 response:
idk
idk
More open gye
music
sports,
Sports tourneys
open gym, round dances, and sweats.
sports or culture stuff
Volleyball , basketball, beach volleyball,swiming class
Music programs.
I don’t really know tbh ????
Volleyball
Fun things to do in winter because we have fun stuff to do in summer
cooking. beeding music
Fun stuff for the youth to do like, sledding, with snacks. Outside games to
play.

Grade 11 response:
more volleyball
idk
more lans or events to hangout with eachother
round dances, tourneys. dances, bingos, family days, anything to keep us off the technology
events
work . summer games
game room after school
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gym activites
volleyball night, floor hockey nights
open gym nights, a certain time limit for younger kids and then the teenagers afterwards, because
most of the kids have nothing to do on the weekends
sports, lan tourneys, bingo, dances, fun days.
a lot
sports tourneys, hockey and volleyball
Working after school, have clubs, and more traditonal healings

Grade 12 response:
More community activities
I think weekend activities would be like gaming tourneys or maybe even the youth centre to be
open.
Recreational activities that center around the support and involvement of families.

17. Does your community need more facilities or upgrades
Grade 5 response:
Track and Field
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Youth Centre upgrades
Track and Field
Mountain Bike trails
Mountain Bike trails
Track and Field
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Track and Field
Outdoor Classroom
Track and Field
Track and Field
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Track and Field
school
Walking paths
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts

Grade 6 response:
Track and Field
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Track and Field
Track and Field
Mountain Bike trails
Mountain Bike trails
Mountain Bike trails
vollyball games
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Mountain Bike trails
Youth Centre upgrades
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Mountain Bike trails
Renovation’s
soccer field
Mountain Bike trails
Track and Field
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts

Grade 7 response:
Outdoor Classroom
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Walking paths
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Classroom
Track and Field
Youth Centre upgrades
Track and Field
Track and Field
Youth Centre upgrades
Track and Field
Walking paths

Grade 8 response:
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Track and Field
•elders
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Track and Field
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
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Mountain Bike trails
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Walking paths
Youth Centre upgrades
Mountain Bike trails
Track and Field
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Youth Centre upgrades
Youth Centre upgrades
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Walking paths

Grade 9 response:
Outdoor Classroom
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Jobs
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Track and Field
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Youth Centre upgrades
Youth Centre upgrades
boxing gym
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Youth Centre upgrades
Youth Centre upgrades
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Mountain Bike trails

Grade 10 response:
all of the above
Youth Centre upgrades
Mountain Bike trails
all of the above
Youth Centre upgrades
Youth Centre upgrades
Mountain Bike trails
Youth Centre upgrades
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Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Track and Field
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Track and Field
Youth Centre upgrades
Outdoor Classroom
all of the above

Grade 11 response:
Youth Centre upgrades
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
all of them
Better Arena & Bigger Gym
all of this
Track and Field
Youth Centre upgrades
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
recreation centre wiht a rink in it and track, also a fitness centre
Youth Centre upgrades
fitness center, outdoor rink, more classrooms
All of the above, including a football field and team, including equipment

Grade 12 response:
Club Volleyball or any other organized sports for more oppurtunities and more female sports
fitness center
Outdoor Hockey Rink, Summer Basketball Courts
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